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A central function of memory is to permit an organism to distinguish between stimuli that have been previously encountered and
those that are novel. Although the medial temporal lobe (which
includes the hippocampus and surrounding perirhinal, parahippocampal, and entorhinal cortices) is known to be crucial for
recognition memory, controversy remains regarding how the specific subregions within the medial temporal lobe contribute to
recognition. We used event-related functional MRI to examine
the relation between activation in distinct medial temporal lobe
subregions during memory formation and the ability (i) to later
recognize an item as previously encountered (item recognition)
and (ii) to later recollect specific contextual details about the prior
encounter (source recollection). Encoding activation in hippocampus and in posterior parahippocampal cortex predicted later source
recollection, but was uncorrelated with item recognition. In contrast, encoding activation in perirhinal cortex predicted later item
recognition, but not subsequent source recollection. These outcomes suggest that the subregions within the medial temporal
lobe subserve distinct, but complementary, learning mechanisms.

O

ne of the most influential observations in memory research
has been the profound inability of patients with bilateral
medial temporal lobe (MTL) damage to consciously remember
events that have occurred since the neural insult (1). This deficit,
which is specific to declarative or explicit memory (2, 3), appears
both during attempts to recall past events as well as when
recognition of previously encountered stimuli is required. Subsequent investigations of the memory impairment in human
amnesia, as well as in animal models, have led to advances in
understanding MTL contributions to the encoding, retrieval, and
consolidation of declarative memories (refs. 2, 4, and 5, but see
ref. 6). However, although MTL consists of multiple structures
(the hippocampus and surrounding entorhinal, perirhinal, and
parahippocampal cortices), considerable debate surrounds the
precise characterization of the mnemonic processes subserved by
these various subregions. One point of controversy centers on
the question of whether the hippocampus and perirhinal cortex
make similar or distinct contributions to recognition (7–11).
At the anatomical level, consideration of the architecture
raises the possibility that MTL subregions, while interacting, may
mediate different computations. Consistent with its role in
cross-modal memory and object identification (12), perirhinal
cortex receives extensive input from visual association areas in
the ventral visual stream and about a third of its input from
polymodal or nonvisual unimodal cortices (13). In humans,
perirhinal cortex may receive input from semantic association
cortices (14–16). By contrast, parahippocampal cortex receives
input mainly from visuospatial association areas in the dorsal
visual stream as well as from other structures including dorsolateral prefrontal and retrosplenial cortices (17, 18). Perirhinal
and parahippocampal cortices provide about two-thirds of the
input to entorhinal cortex, which, in turn, provides the majority
of the input to hippocampus (19). Because it receives input from
much of the surrounding cortex, the hippocampus is well situated
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to bind disparate event features into an integrated conjunctive
representation.
At the functional level, some animal lesion and electrophysiological data suggest that the subregions within MTL differentially contribute to recognition (9). For example, relative to
hippocampal insult, lesions of perirhinal cortex in monkeys yield
a more severe impairment in object recognition performance
(20–22). Complementary data indicate that recognition deficits
after selective hippocampal damage, if present, can be modest
(refs. 23 and 24, but see refs. 25 and 26). Across-study comparisons further suggest that the extent of perirhinal, but not
hippocampal, damage positively correlates with the magnitude
of recognition impairment (ref. 27, but see ref. 28), implicating
perirhinal cortex as critical for recognition. Moreover, electrophysiological measures indicate that hippocampal neurons differentially code for associative relations rather than for individual items, whereas perirhinal neurons code for item familiarity
and recency (i.e., context-independent responses that signal
prior item encounter) (9, 29, 30).
In humans, damage that is thought to be selective to the
hippocampus yields item and associative recognition deficits
(31–34). However, an emerging body of data suggests that
damage limited to the hippocampus may differentially impair
contextual recollection relative to item familiarity, and thus
recognition deficits are seen when recollection of contextual
details contributes to recognition performance in neurologically
intact controls (32, 35). In contrast, recognition performance
after hippocampal insult can be comparable to that of control
subjects when the utility of contextual recollection is minimized
for the controls (32). Such intact performance may depend on
item memory, or stimulus familiarity, which can be differentially
spared after early- (33) and late-onset (32, 36) selective hippocampal damage. Thus, structures beyond the hippocampus
may subserve item memory, with some theorists specifically
implicating perirhinal cortex as central for item familiarity (9).
Unfortunately, the role of perirhinal cortex in recognition
memory has yet to be directly addressed in humans because
damage limited to perirhinal cortex is extremely rare (but see
ref. 37).
Although the preceding evidence points to functional differentiation within MTL, other data raise questions regarding
whether the hippocampus and perirhinal cortex make distinct
contributions to recognition (25, 26, 38–40). For example, some
animal lesion data indicate that recognition can be impaired
after selective hippocampal damage (25, 26, 40), and findings
from humans with damage thought to be limited to the hippocampus raise the possibility that item familiarity and contextual recollection may be similarly impaired (31, 34, 41). Such
outcomes are consistent with the perspective that subregions
within MTL interact to contribute to recognition memory, with
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Fig. 1.

Encoding conditions performed during fMRI scanning are illustrated.

hippocampal computations mediating both item memory and
contextual recollection.
Given the centrality of this issue for understanding the functional architecture of MTL, the present study used event-related
functional MRI (fMRI) during episodic encoding to test whether
perirhinal cortex, parahippocampal cortex, and hippocampus
support distinct forms of learning and thus different aspects of
recognition memory. Although prior neuroimaging studies of
recognition memory have revealed activation in the hippocampus (42–44), it remains unclear whether hippocampal activation
during recognition reflects a specific role in associative memory
(45, 46) and contextual recollection (47) or may also mark
hippocampal contributions to item familiarity (31). Moreover, to
date, little has been gleaned from neuroimaging regarding the
functional contributions of human perirhinal cortex to recognition (48). The present study was specifically designed to permit
identification of (i) structures whose activation at encoding
correlates with later recognition that an item was previously
encountered irrespective of whether item recognition is accompanied by recollection, and (ii) structures whose activation at
encoding correlates with later recollection of the contextual
details (i.e., the source; ref. 49) associated with the item’s
encounter.
Methods
Subjects. Four female and 10 male right-handed, native-English

speakers (aged 18–26 yr) were paid $50 for their participation.
Informed consent was obtained in a manner approved by the
institutional review boards at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Massachusetts General Hospital.

Behavioral Procedures. Across eight fMRI encoding scans, 200
visually presented adjectives were encoded through mental
imagery (‘‘Image’’ task) and 200 through orthographic-tophonological transformation (‘‘Read’’ task) (Fig. 1). On each
trial, a 500-ms cue (place兾read) signaled the encoding task to be
performed on an adjective that was then visually presented for
500 ms. During Image trials, subjects generated a mental image
of a spatial scene (i.e., a ‘‘place’’) described by the adjective (e.g.,
for DIRTY, the subject might imagine a garbage dump). During
Read trials, subjects covertly pronounced the word backwards
(e.g., HAPPY might be pronounced兾ip-pæ兾). After a 4,000-ms
fixation period, during which subjects performed the indicated
task, the fixation cross changed color signaling subjects to
indicate their level of task success by pressing one of four
buttons: 1 ⫽ unsuccessful, 2 ⫽ partially successful, 3 ⫽ succeeded with effort, 4 ⫽ succeeded with ease. To ensure that
subsequent memory effects do not reflect differential task
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success, analyses were restricted to successful trials. Items were
counterbalanced across conditions. The order of conditions was
determined by using a sequencing program designed to maximize the efficiency of the event-related design (50). Conditions
were ‘‘jittered’’ by using variable duration (2–18 s) fixation null
events.
Subsequent recognition memory for studied items and recollection of the source (Image or Read) associated with each item
were indexed by a two-step memory test administered ⬇20 h
after encoding. During this self-paced (nonscanned) test, all
words studied during fMRI scanning as well as 400 unstudied
distractors (Novel) were presented. Subjects first indicated
whether they recognized the word as having been studied by
responding ‘‘old’’ or ‘‘new.’’ When responding ‘‘old,’’ subjects
then indicated which encoding task was performed with the item
(i.e., Image or Read). Thus, measures of item recognition
(recognized vs. forgotten) and source recollection (source correct vs. source incorrect) were obtained for each studied word.
These measures were used to analyze the fMRI encoding data
according to subsequent item and source memory.
fMRI Procedures. Functional data were acquired by using a

gradient-echo echo-planar sequence (1.5T Siemens Sonata, repetition time ⫽ 2 s, echo time ⫽ 40 ms, 21 axial slices, 3.125 ⫻
3.125 ⫻ 5 mm, 1-mm skip, 210 volumes per run). High-resolution
T1-weighted (MP-RAGE) structural images were collected for
anatomical visualization. A bite-bar minimized head motion.
Visual stimuli were projected onto a screen viewed through a
mirror; responses were collected by using a magnet-compatible
response pad.
Data were analyzed with SPM99 (Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London), with standard preprocessing
procedures (for details see ref. 46). Structural and functional
images were normalized to anatomical and EPI templates based
on the MNI305 stereotaxic space. Images were resampled into
3-mm cubic voxels and spatially smoothed with an 8-mm fullwidth half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Statistical analyses were performed by using the general linear
model. Trials were modeled by using a canonical hemodynamic
response function and its temporal derivative. Effects were
estimated by using a subject-specific fixed-effects model, with
session-specific effects and low-frequency signal components
treated as confounds. Linear contrasts yielded subject-specific
estimates that were entered into second-level random-effects
analyses. Regions consisting of at least five contiguous voxels
that exceeded an uncorrected threshold of P ⬍ 0.001 were
considered reliable.
To assess activation during the two encoding tasks, Image and
Read trials were contrasted with fixation and with each other.
Prior imaging data have revealed parahippocampal cortical
activation during scene imagery (51) and hippocampal activation
during associative encoding (45, 46). Thus, MTL regions were
expected to be particularly responsive during Image trials because this condition required goal-directed semantic retrieval
and generation of an associated spatial mental image. As discussed below, this prediction was confirmed. By contrast, the
Read condition failed to yield above-baseline MTL activation;
this may reflect the limited associative demands of the read task
or the presence of phonological encoding computations during
both fixation and Read trials. Accordingly, subsequent memory
analyses (see below) were restricted to Image-encoded trials.
Neural correlates of subsequent memory were assessed in
a priori predicted regions of interest (ROIs) identified in the
group-level analyses of Image encoding (i.e., Image ⬎ Read and
Image ⬎ Fixation contrasts). ROIs included all significant voxels
within 6 mm of each maximum. For each subject, signal was
calculated by selectively averaging data with respect to peristimulus time per condition. The conditions consisted of (i) trials
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associated with later item recognition and correct source recollection (Item ⫹ Source), (ii) trials associated with later item
recognition but recollection failure (Item Only), and (iii) trials
associated with later item forgetting (Forgotten). The resulting
data were subjected to mixed-effect ANOVA, treating subsequent memory and peristimulus time as repeated measures and
subjects as a random effect. Interaction analyses assessed between-region differences in the pattern of peak hemodynamic
response across subsequent memory outcomes.
Results

Fig. 3. Statistical maps displayed on a canonical 3D brain reveals regions
demonstrating greater activation during Image than during Read trials. Critically, MTL and prefrontal regions demonstrated a greater response during
Image compared with Read encoding. Regions included anterior left inferior
frontal cortex (A: ⫺54, 24, 3, ⬇BA 47兾45), left hippocampus (B: ⫺33, ⫺21,
⫺21), left perirhinal cortex (B: ⫺36, ⫺12, ⫺33, ⬇BA 35兾36), and left parahippocampal cortex (C: ⫺33, ⫺39, ⫺18, ⬇BA 37); peak responses did not fall
above baseline during Read encoding. Other regions engaged during Image
encoding included right MTL and bilateral retrosplenial cortices (complete
coordinates are available on request). Note that activations are displayed on
left- and right-hemisphere views, as well as on a cerebellumless ventral view
(occipital lobe facing top).

Subsequent Recognition Performance. Item recognition, collapsed

across correct and incorrect source recollection, differed depending on the task performed at encoding [F(2,26) ⫽ 52.99;
P ⬍ 0.001], with recognition being superior for Imaged than for
Read words [F(1,13) ⫽ 51.56; P ⬍ 0.001]; the hit rate for Read
items was greater than the false alarm rate [F(1,13) ⫽ 7.84; P ⬍
0.02] (Fig. 2 Left). For correctly recognized words (i.e., ‘‘hits’’),
source recollection was similar for Imaged and Read items (F ⬍
1; Fig. 2 Right). For false alarms, there was a modest, but reliable
(P ⬍ 0.05), bias to guess Read (0.63; chance is 0.50). To ensure
that Item Only trials reflected ‘‘true’’ item memory and not
guessing, the probability of recognizing an Image-encoded trial
without source recollection (Item Only) was computed, correcting for the opportunity to guess. The resulting probability of item
recognition without recollection was higher than the false alarm
rate [0.30 vs. 0.15, respectively; t(13) ⫽ 7.82, P ⬍ 0.0001].
fMRI Task Effects. fMRI analyses revealed greater MTL activation

in hippocampus, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cortices during Image relative to Read encoding and during Image encoding
relative to the fixation; MTL activation during Read encoding
did not fall above baseline (Fig. 3). These results complement
prior demonstrations of parahippocampal cortical activation
during scene imagery (51), and extend such effects to hippocampus and perirhinal cortex. Moreover, engagement of the hippocampus during the Image task, but not during the Read task,
is consistent with the putative role of the hippocampus in
associative processing (45, 46), as associative computations were
required to generate an image based on the semantics associated
with the adjective. Image encoding also engaged the anterior
extent of left inferior prefrontal cortex [aLIPC; ⬇Brodmann’s
area (BA) 47兾45; Fig. 3] and bilateral retrosplenial cortices. The
selective response of aLIPC to the Image, but not the Read,
condition is consistent with the hypothesis that aLIPC differentially mediates controlled semantic retrieval (52, 53).
Both encoding tasks elicited activation in the posterior extent
of left inferior prefrontal cortex, extending into premotor cortex
(MNI coordinates: ⫺45, 14, 21 and ⫺45, 10, 25; ⬇BA 44兾6).
Relative to Image encoding and to baseline, Read encoding also
differentially activated left premotor (⬇BA 6), right inferior
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prefrontal (⬇BA 47兾45), bilateral posterior parietal (⬇BA
7兾40), and left lateral occipito-temporal (⬇BA 37兾21) cortices.
fMRI Subsequent Memory Effects. The behavioral measures of
subsequent item recognition and source recollection were used
to back-sort the fMRI encoding events into imaged trials that
were later recognized and accompanied by source recollection
(Item ⫹ Source), recognized but not accompanied by source
recollection (Item Only), or forgotten. The subsequent memory
analysis revealed that the magnitude of encoding activation in
the hippocampus, parahippocampal cortex, and perirhinal cortex
correlated with different forms of subsequent memory (Fig. 4).
There were three critical outcomes that bear on our understanding of MTL contributions to recognition memory.
First, when encoding trials were segregated based on whether
the item was later recognized (collapsed across Item ⫹ Source
and Item Only) or forgotten, activation in left perirhinal cortex
predicted subsequent item recognition, whereas activation in
bilateral hippocampus and parahippocampal cortices was similar
irrespective of item recognition outcome (Fig. 4A). Specifically,
activation in perirhinal cortex was greater during trials for which
items were later recognized than during those later forgotten
[F(1,13) ⫽ 15.21, P ⬍ 0.005], whereas neither hippocampal nor
parahippocampal cortical activation differed according to subsequent item recognition (F ⬍ 1). Critically, the activation
pattern in perirhinal cortex dissociated from that in each hippocampal region [Memory ⫻ Region, F(1,13) ⬎ 6.19, P ⬍ 0.05)],
as well as from that in parahippocampal cortex [Memory ⫻
Region, F(1,13) ⫽ 11.90, P ⬍ 0.01]. In contrast, the patterns of
activation in hippocampus and in parahippocampal cortex were
qualitatively similar (F ⬍ 1.0).
Second, the dissociation between perirhinal encoding responses and the encoding responses in hippocampus and in
parahippocampal cortex held even when comparing the two trial
types (Item Only and Forgotten) that shared an absence of
source recollection but differed with respect to item recognition
(perirhinal兾hippocampus: F(1,13) ⬎ 4.56, P ⱕ 0.05; perirhinal兾
parahippocampal cortex: F(1,13) ⫽ 10.87, P ⬍ 0.01; Fig. 4B).
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Fig. 2. Subsequent memory is plotted according to overall item recognition
and source recollection. (Left) Item recognition was superior after Image than
after Read encoding; Read encoding was higher than the false alarm rate.
(Right) For recognized items, source recollection after Image and Read trials
was comparable.

Fig. 4. Peak signal change during Image encoding revealed qualitatively different activation patterns in left perirhinal cortex (⫺36, ⫺12, ⫺33), bilateral
hippocampus (⫺33, ⫺21, ⫺21 and 30, ⫺9, ⫺24), and left parahippocampal cortex (⫺33, ⫺39, ⫺18). (A) Encoding activation, sorted according to whether the item
was later recognized (irrespective of source recollection outcome) or forgotten, revealed dissociations between perirhinal cortex and each hippocampal region
and between perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices. Perirhinal cortex demonstrated greater activation for items later recognized relative to those later
forgotten, whereas neither hippocampus nor parahippocampal cortex differed according to item memory. (B) Time course analyses revealed a main effect of
source memory outcome (Item ⫹ Source ⬎ Item Only) in right and left hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex, but not in perirhinal cortex. As displayed, peak
signal change paralleled this pattern. (C) MTL regions of interest rendered on group-averaged structural images; anatomical localization of these ROIs to
perirhinal cortex, hippocampus, and parahippocampal cortex, respectively, was confirmed at the individual-subject level.

Thus, perirhinal cortex demonstrated greater activation during
encoding that yielded subsequent item recognition in the absence of source recollection (Item Only) relative to subsequent
item forgetting. In contrast, neither hippocampus nor parahippocampal cortex demonstrated greater activation during Item
Only relative to Forgotten trials (Fig. 4B), a critical observation that bears on theories of hippocampal contributions to
recognition.
Third, when encoding events were segregated into those later
recognized with (Item ⫹ Source) or without (Item Only) source
recollection, activation in bilateral hippocampus and left parahippocampal cortex, but not in perirhinal cortex, predicted later
recollection [right and left hippocampus: F(1,13) ⫽ 11.43, P ⬍
0.005 and F(1,13) ⫽ 3.66, P ⬍ 0.08; parahippocampal cortex:
F(1,13) ⫽ 5.78, P ⬍ 0.01; perirhinal cortex: F(1,13) ⫽ 1.37, P ⬎
0.25] (Fig. 4B). Thus, perirhinal activation correlated with
subsequent item recognition, but not source recollection. In
contrast, hippocampal and parahippocampal activation did not
track later item recognition, but rather correlated with whether
recognition was accompanied by successful or unsuccessful
contextual recollection.
Subsequent memory effects during Image encoding were also
observed beyond MTL. Neural correlates of subsequent source
recollection were observed in bilateral retrosplenial cortices
(6, ⫺51, 3 and ⫺3, ⫺57, 12; ⬇BA 29兾30). These regions
demonstrated greater activation during Item ⫹ Source relative
to Item Only trials [F(1,13) ⱖ 5.48, P ⬍ 0.05], and no reliable
difference between Item Only and Forgotten events [F(1,13) ⬍
2.15, P ⬎ 0.15]. Similar effects were observed in two aLIPC
regions [(⫺54, 24, 3 and ⫺48, 24, ⫺9; ⬇BA 47兾45): Item ⫹
Source ⬎ Item Only (F(1,13) ⬎ 5.19, P ⬍ 0.05) and
Forgotten⬎Item Only (⫺54, 24, 3: F(1,13) ⫽ 4.93, P ⫽ 0.05) or
Forgotten ⬵ Item Only (⫺48, 24, ⫺9: F(1, 13) ⫽ 1.56, P ⬎ 0.20)].
Discussion
Considerable debate has focused on characterizing the contributions of anatomically distinct MTL subregions to recognition
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memory. The present fMRI data revealed that hippocampal and
parahippocampal cortical computations during encoding are
functionally dissociable from those subserved by perirhinal
cortex. Engagement of hippocampal and parahippocampal computations during learning correlated with later source recollection, but not with subsequent item recognition. In contrast,
encoding activation in perirhinal cortex correlated with whether
the studied item would be subsequently recognized, but failed to
predict whether item recognition would be accompanied by
source recollection. This functional dissociation between MTL
subregions provides compelling evidence that human hippocampal and perirhinal structures code for distinct properties of an
episodic event. Thus, although anatomically interconnected,
MTL subregions appear to mediate different, yet complementary, learning mechanisms in the service of declarative memory.
The hippocampus has been posited to differentially support
conjunctive learning mechanisms that are important for contextual recollection, whereas, for individual episodes, perirhinal
cortex has been hypothesized to subserve item memory or
stimulus familiarity (9, 54, 55). Several prior neuroimaging
studies have revealed increased hippocampal activation during
associative encoding (45, 46, 56). However, few studies have
examined the specific contributions of MTL encoding mechanisms to recognition (57–60), and none have observed hippocampal correlates specific to later recollection. In the present
study, hippocampal encoding responses predicted whether subjects would be able to subsequently recollect the source associated with an item’s prior encounter, consistent with the putative
role of hippocampus in conjunctive learning that supports later
pattern completion. Moreover, and of equal importance, we
observed that hippocampal activation did not correlate with item
recognition relative to recognition failure, and this was the case
even when source recollection outcome was held constant (Item
Only vs. Forgotten trials). This pattern indicates that hippocampal activation does not track item recognition per se, but rather
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of free recall. Crucially, by differentiating subsequent memory
outcomes according to both item memory and source recollection, the present study provides compelling evidence that, when
item memory was held constant, perirhinal activation was insensitive to recollection outcome (Item ⫹ Source vs. Item Only).
Of equal significance, this pattern in perirhinal cortex dissociated from that in hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex,
thus revealing that human perirhinal cortex, rather than hippocampus, correlates with item recognition (9, 65).
Although our findings are in accord with the perspective that
hippocampus, parahippocampal cortex, and perirhinal cortex
subserve complementary learning mechanisms (9, 65), an alternative interpretation for the observed dissociations within MTL
remains possible. In particular, the patterns of activity in parahippocampal and perirhinal cortices may reflect the nature of
the inputs to these regions rather than dissociable encoding
computations. Given that parahippocampal cortex is known to
be engaged during scene imagery (51), it is possible that parahippocampal computations are correlated with later source
recollection for the Image task precisely because the criterial
information required to make an accurate source decision is
spatial. From this perspective, perirhinal cortical computations
may also mediate conjunctive learning that supports recollection, but the recollected knowledge may constitute semantic or
lexical properties associated with each item (14–16). These
nonspatial semantic features, though not assisting in arriving at
the correct source decision, may nevertheless serve as the basis
for correct item recognition. Thus, from this perspective, both
Item ⫹ Source and Item Only trials constitute recollected events,
with both entailing semantic兾lexical recollection and only the
Item ⫹ Source trials also including spatial recollection.
To the extent that this alternative interpretation better accounts for the present data, as opposed to a functional distinction
along item familiarity and source recollection, then this interpretation would predict that other structures that are central to
semantic elaboration during encoding would parallel the pattern
observed in perirhinal cortex. Anterior LIPC has been associated with semantic and lexical processing (66–68), and the
present study revealed selective aLIPC activation during Image
relative to Read encoding trials. Importantly, the pattern of
encoding activation in aLIPC paralleled that in hippocampus
and parahippocampal cortex, rather than that in perirhinal
cortex. This result suggests that semantic computations were
differentially engaged during, and contributed to subsequent
source recollection for, the Item ⫹ Source trials, whereas
semantic recollection was not associated with Item Only events
(69). Thus, we believe it unlikely that the activation in perirhinal
cortex reflects the role of perirhinal computations for subsequent recollection of event-specific semantic兾lexical features.
Rather, the perirhinal response, taken together with the broader
pattern of results in our study, is consistent with a role for
perirhinal cortex in supporting subsequent item familiarity.
Moreover, it is important to note that, although a semantic兾
spatial interpretation may be appealing when considering the
present perirhinal and parahippocampal dissociation, this perspective does not offer an account for the observed dissociation
between hippocampal and perirhinal responses. The hippocampus receives strong direct (70) and indirect (71, 72) input from
both perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices. Thus, if activation
in perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices primarily reflects the
‘‘content’’ of information received and subsequently recollected,
one would expect hippocampal activation to reflect a pattern
consistent with graded recollection. That is, hippocampus should
have demonstrated greater activation during trials yielding subsequent spatial and semantic recollection (Item ⫹ Source) than
during trials yielding semantic recollection (Item Only), which in
turn should have been greater than during trials subsequently
forgotten. However, contrary to this prediction, the pattern of
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is specifically associated with encoding computations that support subsequent contextual recollection.
A selective role for hippocampus in recollection-based recognition was recently suggested by an fMRI study of episodic
retrieval (47). Eldridge and colleagues used subjective measures
of recollection (‘‘remembering’’) and familiarity (‘‘knowing’’),
and observed greater hippocampal activation during recognition
accompanied by remembering than by knowing, whereas activation during knowing did not differ from that to ‘‘misses’’ and
‘‘correct rejections.’’ To the extent that know responses reflect
item familiarity, this pattern suggests that hippocampus does not
contribute to item recognition. However, an alternative interpretation can readily account for these findings without recourse
to positing a selective role of hippocampus for recollection (31).
Specifically, because misses and correct rejections are by definition less familiar at test than are known items, the processing
of these test probes may have elicited additional hippocampal
encoding processes (61). If so, then it remains possible that
hippocampus also supports item recognition, but that this familiarity signal, which would be expressed as a difference
between know and miss兾correct rejection trials, was obscured by
the conflation of encoding and retrieval processes. Moreover,
remember responses may themselves engender reencoding of
the rich contextual details accompanying recollection of a
specific study episode. Thus, retrieval-based indices of MTL
function likely reflect an amalgam of encoding and retrieval
computations.
The present fMRI indices of MTL function, by contrast, were
acquired during encoding and thus are not susceptible to the
ambiguities associated with studies of retrieval. As a result, the
present observation that hippocampal encoding activation correlates with subsequent contextual recollection, but not with
subsequent item recognition, provides more definitive evidence
that hippocampal computations differentially support recollection rather than item familiarity. These neuroimaging findings
complement data from selective hippocampal lesions in humans
(refs. 32, 33, and 36, but see refs. 31 and 34).
Of even greater importance, the present data provide the first
observation that, in humans, perirhinal activation during encoding correlates with later item recognition and not with subsequent source recollection. That is, in contrast to hippocampus
and parahippocampal cortex, perirhinal encoding activation
differentiated between the learning of items that were later
recognized (Item ⫹ Source and Item Only) relative to those that
were later forgotten. To the extent that Item Only trials reflect
item memory in the absence of recollection, then the similar
perirhinal response to Item ⫹ Source and Item Only events
indicates that perirhinal computations do not support the rapid
formation of conjunctions between an item and the contextual
details accompanying the item’s encounter. Rather, for individual episodes, perirhinal responses appear important for the
acquisition of traces that support later item recognition. This
important outcome is agnostic with respect to whether perirhinal
cortex may also mediate the gradual abstraction of conjunctive
regularities that are present across multiple study episodes (54,
55, 62).
Positive correlations between subsequent free recall and
perirhinal encoding activation were recently observed using
fMRI (63), and similar correlations were demonstrated in rhinal
cortex using intracranial electroencephalography (64). These
prior observations do not decisively implicate perirhinal cortex
in learning that supports recollection because neither study
included measures of item-based memory. Indeed, in the present
study, the pattern of perirhinal cortical activation indicates that
trials associated with later recollection (Item ⫹ Source) elicit
greater perirhinal activation relative to the average of trials
associated with recollection failure (Item Only and Forgotten),
which is a similar analysis to that performed in these prior studies

hippocampal insult similarly impairs recollection and familiarity
(31). These across study differences may reflect difficult to
detect, but important, differences in lesion focus or methodological issues related to indexing recollection and familiarity.
The present fMRI study of MTL encoding function in healthy
humans provides important evidence suggesting that the subregions within human MTL mediate distinct, but complementary,
learning mechanisms, and thus make unique contributions to
recognition memory.

hippocampal activation paralleled that seen in parahippocampal
cortex (i.e., Item ⫹ Source ⬎ Item Only ⱕ Forgotten). Thus,
although it remains possible that parahippocampal processes
supporting later source recollection are linked to its role in
spatial scene encoding, our data demonstrate that hippocampal
processing, though privy to both perirhinal and parahippocampal
inputs, is differentially correlated with later source recollection,
whereas perirhinal processing is differentially correlated with
later item memory.
MTL is known to be crucial for mediating recognition, though
the specific roles subserved by the subcomponents of this circuit
remain controversial. Evidence for functional differentiation
within MTL has been observed in animal lesion and electrophysiological studies (8, 9). By contrast, efforts to understand the
function of specific MTL structures in humans have proven
complex. Some studies of patients with lesions thought to be
selective to the hippocampus suggest that hippocampus may
differentially mediate contextual recollection relative to item
familiarity (32, 33, 36), whereas other data suggest that selective
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